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Jewels of East Europe

Itinerary

Day 1:Arrive in Vienna

Welcome to Vienna – the capital of Austria and also known as the “City of Music” due to it musical legacy. It is one of the finest cities in the
world in its own imperial ways. On arrival at Vienna Airport, clear immigration, collect your baggage and proceed outside where you will be
greeted by your friendly professional tour manager, who will escort you to your hotel and assist with the check in. Relax in the comforts of
your hotel.
Overnight stay in Vienna (Dinner)

Day 2:Guided tour of Vienna. Visit Schonbrunn Palace

This morning proceed on a guided sightseeing tour of Vienna’s Innere Stadt (1st District), which contains its Old Town. This entire area has
been classified as an official UNESCO World Heritage Site. Being a political and cultural capital for the House of Habsburg, Vienna served
as a capital of the Danube River Holy Roman Empire, the Austrian Empire, and later the Austro-Hungarian Empire.

The dynasty’s patronage long encouraged art, music and science, and as a result, the city of Vienna today is truly a treasure-trove of
cultural attractions. Today’s tour will take place inside of Vienna’s famed Ring. Our professional English speaking guide will show us
Stephansplatz, which is home to Vienna’s iconic St. Stephen’s Cathedral. You’ll stroll down Karntner strasse, Vienna’s most-famous
shopping avenue and see the nearby Vienna State Opera House. Continue to explore Ringstrasse, the State Opera House, the Museum of
Fine Arts, the Museum of Natural History, the Hofburg, Parliament, City Hall, the Burg theater and the University. Later proceed to
Schönbrunn Palace, a former imperial summer residence located in Vienna, Austria. The 1,441- room Baroque palace is one of the most
important architectural, cultural and historical monuments in the country. Following the tour, sit back in your coach as we drive to Budapest
and check in to your hotel.
Overnight stay in Budapest (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)
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Day 3:City Tour of Budapest

Proceed for a guided city tour of Budapest. You will be passing by the Parliament building before crossing the Danube on the Margaret
Bridge and drive to the Royal Castle on the Buda side of the city. Here you will have some free time to yourself to visit the Fishermen’s
Bastion. Tour will continue to the Gillert Hill before crossing the Elisabeth Danube River Cruise

Bridge from where you drive towards the Heroes’ square. Passing by the opera and St. Stephen’s Basilica. Next we board Danube River
cruise which offers a captivating journey through the heart of Hungary&#39;s capital, blending scenic beauty with rich history. As you glide
along the iconic Danube, the city&#39;s breathtaking panorama unfolds, showcasing architectural gems like Buda Castle and the Hungarian
Parliament Building, illuminated in the evening glow. The Chain Bridge, connecting Buda and Pest, adds a touch of romanticism to the
cruise.

Overnight stay in Budapest (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Day 4:Onto Prague

This morning, after enjoying breakfast, complete the check-out process from your hotel and embark on your journey to Prague. Along the
way, take a detour to explore the capital city of Slovakia – Bratislava. On this panoramic tour, discover the key attractions of this fascinating
city, such as the Slovak National Theatre, the main square, Bratislava Castle, St. Martin's Cathedral, and more, including the impressive
Bratislava Castle.

After exploring the highlights of Bratislava, resume your drive towards Prague.
Overnight in Prague (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Day 5:City tour of Prague

Following breakfast, commence a delightful walking tour of this enchanting city. Explore the iconic Prague Castle, reputedly the largest castle
globally, stretching approximately 570 meters in length and boasting an average width of around 130 meters. Visit the impressive St. Vitus
Cathedral, the seat of the Archbishop of Prague. Continue your stroll to the magnificent Charles Bridge, renowned for its series of Baroque
statues adorning the balustrade. Arrive at the Old Town Square to witness the distinctive procession of the apostles on the Astronomical
Clock.

Take advantage of some free time at Wenceslas Square, a historically significant and central square in Prague. Later, embark on a
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panoramic cruise, offering a unique perspective of the Charles Bridge and a stunning panoramic view of Prague Castle from a bird's-eye
vantage point. This is a special experience for those who wish to appreciate these landmarks without dedicating an extensive amount of time
to the endeavor.
Overnight in Prague. (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Day 6:Onto Munich

In the morning, we proceed to check out and embark on a scenic drive to the picturesque city of Munich. On arrival we begin the orientation
tour at the expansive Marienplatz, a vibrant square dominated by the imposing Old and New Town Hall. Take a leisurely stroll through the
inner city, marveling at landmarks such as the Frauenkirche and the regal Munich Residence, which houses the former royal palaces.
Our next destination is the BMW Old Town Munich Welt, a multifaceted venue encompassing an exhibition space, delivery center, and an
adventure museum. Immerse yourself in the diverse world of the BMW Group brand, exploring the rich heritage and innovation that define
this renowned automotive company.
Overnight stay in Munich (Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner)

Day 7:Fly Back Home

After breakfast, check out and transfer to airport for your return flight, your Holiday ends here with beautiful memories, which you will cherish
for a lifetime. (Breakfast)
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